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Abstract
In 2011, the Oregon legislature passed the Farm
Direct Marketing Law (FDML), which took effect
in 2012. The law clarified licensing and food safety
requirements for direct-to-consumer sales at
farmers markets, farm stands, and similar venues.
It also included a “cottage food” provision
allowing farms to make and sell certain low-risk,
value-added products from farm-grown
ingredients, direct to consumer, without a food
processor’s license. Advocates predicted enhanced
small farm viability through new products and
revenue streams, market season extension, reduced
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processing costs, test marketing opportunities, and
other avenues. Detractors warned the deregulation
would cause outbreaks of foodborne illness. In
2016, the law’s fifth year, we explored these
predictions and early outcomes. We conducted a
focus group with stakeholders and semistructured
interviews with two key informants, 18 farmers,
and 24 farmers market managers around Oregon.
We found farmers making and selling a variety of
value-added products under the FDML. We found
no foodborne illness linked to FDML products.
Interviewees described multiple benefits resulting
from the law, many corresponding to predicted
benefits. They also described unanticipated benefits
at the community level. Interviewees identified
barriers and recommended changes related to the
law and related education. We discuss the feasibility
of these recommendations as well as the long-term
potential of the cottage food provision. We end by
reflecting on the FDML as a whole, as it supports
Oregon’s direct market farming sector.
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Introduction
In this paper, we provide an early-stage look at the
impact of Oregon’s Farm Direct Marketing Law
(FDML) five years after it went into effect in 2012.
The FDML was designed to resolve ambiguity
about how direct-to-consumer sales of fresh produce should be regulated with regard to food
safety. In addition, a cottage food provision created
an exemption which allowed farmers to process
their own farm-grown produce into low-risk, valueadded foods and sell them direct to consumers
without a food processor’s license. At the time of
its passage, the FDML was considered an important victory for the direct-market farming sector
and a recognition that local food and “knowing
your farmer” were valued by Oregonians (Brekken,
2012). Those in favor of the law predicted it would
not only ease farmer concerns about regulatory
ambiguity and burden, but would generate new
enterprises and income streams to support overall
farm profitability (Bauer, 2011; Brekken, 2012;
Lies, 2011; Terry, 2011; Love, 2011). Those who
argued against the law predicted increased risk and
prevalence of foodborne illness (Brekken, 2012;
Lies, 2011; Terry, 2011).
Five years after the law took effect, we interviewed farmers and farmers market managers
about their experiences with the FDML, focusing
on the cottage food provision that exempts some
producer-processed products from food safety
licensing and inspection. We heard from farmers
who are making and selling these products that
their farming businesses had benefited in a variety
of ways, as predicted. We also heard from farmers
and farmers market managers about unpredicted
ripple effects at the community level. We heard
about imperfections in the law and associated rules,
as well as a need for additional education and
outreach. Regarding food safety concerns, we
found no foodborne illness outbreaks that were
linked to FDML products.
These findings are useful on three levels. First,
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while 48 states in the U.S. have some type of cottage food law, there is little direct research on these
laws. Our study fills this gap by providing an early
assessment of the perceived benefits and risks of
Oregon’s foray into cottage foods. In this way, we
are dipping a toe into an expanding literature on
scale, direct marketing, cottage foods, and food
safety risk. Second, by identifying both farm- and
community-level benefits that may be emerging,
our study lays the groundwork for further exploration of how cottage food laws might benefit not
just farm viability—the primary focus of the law—
but also rural economies and community food
security. Finally, our findings provide initial
insights for practitioners and policymakers considering how to support direct marketing farming
without risking consumer safety. Our findings are
most relevant to Oregon but have application to
any state with or considering cottage food laws.
This paper has five sections. First, we provide
summary data on direct to consumer marketing in
Oregon as important context for the FDML and
then briefly describe the law itself. We then situate
the law and our study in the context of existing
research, beginning with the legal landscape for
small, direct, processed food sales. We then turn to
the political and scientific landscape for such sales,
centering on the arguments for and against the law
at the time of passage. At the end of the introduction, we outline our study and our questions. In the
second section, we describe our methods. In the
third section, we present our results, structured
around our research questions. In the fourth section, we discuss those results by exploring possible
next steps for Oregon’s direct marketing farming
sector and related research. We conclude in the
final section by reflecting on the FDML as a whole.

Small, Direct, Processed: Balancing
Economic Benefits and Food Safety
Oregon has been in the forefront of local and
direct-to-consumer (DTC) marketing in the U.S.
The 2015 USDA Local Food Marketing Practices
Survey found that about 5.5% of all US farms
reported US$3 billion in DTC sales, with twothirds occurring at on-farm stores and farmers
markets (U.S. Department of Agriculture National
Agricultural Statistics Service [USDA-NASS],
Volume 8, Issue 3 / Fall 2018
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2016). In Oregon, about 12% of farms—more
than double the national rate—engage in DTC
marketing, with sales of over US$53 million from
an estimated 4,252 farms in 2015; this accounts for
almost half of the total US$114.4 million value of
local sales in the state, with 81% of local food
farms selling DTC (USDA-NASS, n.d.). Nationally,
Oregon ranks 11th in number of farms with local
sales, 19th in total value of local sales, and 8th for
local sales of fresh produce (Oregon Department
of Agriculture, 2016), even though it ranks 28th in
total value of agricultural products sold (USDANASS, 2017). While we know that approximately
3,000 Oregon farms and ranches reported valueadded sales of US$43.5 million through all local
marketing channels, data on the portion of valueadded sales that were sold DTC are not available
(USDA-NASS, n.d.). Given the high interest in
local production and consumption, especially for
fresh produce, analysts have suggested there is
room to expand value-added processing (Sorte &
Rahe, 2015). This can boost both returns to producers and the overall economic impact of agriculture, even at a small, local scale (Alonso, 2011;
Alonso & Northcote, 2013; Miller, 2015; Tarr,
2011).
The strategies to expand DTC and value-added
processing and sales could take many forms,
including establishing public and private initiatives
to form value-added businesses, investing in infrastructure such as commercial kitchens, creating
buy-local programs, or offering training and education (Alonso, 2011; Alonso & Northcote, 2013;
Alonso & O’Neill, 2011; Tarr, 2011). Cottage food
laws are one avenue to lower or reduce regulatory
hurdles and the costs of value-added processing,
and these laws are now in place in 48 states
(Leamy, 2017). Oregon’s Farm Direct Marketing
Law (ORS 616.683) was passed by the Oregon
Legislature in May 2011 and went into effect
January 1, 2012. The Oregon Department of
Agriculture (ODA) finalized regulations on June 1,
2012 (OAR 603-025-1215 to 603-025-0275). The
FDML, described in detail by Brekken (2012), is
specific to DTC sales and has three provisions.
The first provision and primary goal was to resolve
ambiguity surrounding the state’s jurisdiction over
“food establishments” by clarifying that the
Volume 8, Issue 3 / Fall 2018

physical spaces for DTC farm sales—farmers
market sites, CSA drop sites, farm stands—are
excluded from the definition of “food establishments” subject to licensing laws. The farm direct
marketer is solely responsible for any regulatory or
licensing requirements. The second provision
legally distinguished farm direct marketers from
“produce peddlers” that primarily buy and resell
produce. The third is the cottage foods provision,
which deregulated certain low-risk, value-added
products processed by farmers for DTC sales. This
third provision is the focus of this study.

The Legal Landscape for Small, Direct,
Processed Food Sales
In 2011, the same year the Oregon Legislature
passed the FDML, President Obama signed the
federal Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA).
The purpose of the FSMA was to establish and
expand food safety regulation for produce farmers,
food manufacturers, and related supply chain
businesses (Boys, Ollinger, & Geyer, 2015; Miller,
2015; Tarr, 2011). These two laws are very different in that the federal FSMA creates new rules and
Oregon’s FDML prevents new rules and relaxes
existing rules. Yet, they are both shaped by the idea
that scale—defined by sales, geographic reach, and
the number of links in the supply chain—is linked
to the risk of foodborne illness. For FSMA, this is
embodied in the fact that farms with less than
US$25,000 in annual sales are not covered by the
Produce Rule (the “de minimis” exemption, i.e.,
these sales are too minor to merit consideration by
the law). This idea that scale is linked to the risk of
foodborne illness is also supported by the Tester
Amendment to FSMA, which created a “qualified
exemption” for produce farmers who sell the
majority of all food they produce to consumers,
restaurants, or retailers—either within the state or a
275-mile radius—and sell less than US$500,000 per
year (Boys et al., 2015; Miller, 2015; National
Sustainable Agriculture Coalition, 2016).
Proponents of the Tester Amendment and
Oregon’s FDML argued against a “one size fits all”
approach to food safety, based not only on food
safety risk but on the risk of unnecessarily burdening small farms with compliance costs. These
proponents justified their argument by citing the
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closer relationship between producers and consumers geographically and in the supply chain (Boys
et al., 2015; Miller, 2015).
The Tester Amendment rests, in part, on the
idea that states and localities can better regulate
these smaller operations (Miller, 2015). States have
historically retained the ability to regulate for the
health, safety, and welfare of citizens within their
borders; however, they have adopted the U.S.
Food & Drug Administration’s (FDA) Food Code,
in whole or in part, to harmonize across state lines
(US FDA, 2017). To date, all but two states
(Hawaii and New Jersey) have amended their food
codes by adopting cottage food laws that allow instate sales of low-risk foods prepared in a home
kitchen without a food processing license (Leamy,
2017). The justification for cottage food laws is the
same as that of the Tester Amendment to FSMA:

removing barriers to low-risk value-added
processing to expand microenterprise opportunities for small-scale producers and food entrepreneurs—with concomitant benefits to communities
—while protecting public health by narrowly
defining the exemption and adding labeling
requirements (Condra, 2013; Leamy, 2017; Miller,
2015; Tarr, 2011).
There is a wide variation in state cottage food
laws; Oregon’s FDML is a “middle of the road”
law compared to other states in its coverage of the
five typical aspects of cottage food laws, see Table
1 (Condra, 2013; Leamy, 2017). The most restrictive aspect of Oregon’s law, which made it unique,
is that it applies only to farmers using their own
farm-grown ingredients (Oregon Revised Statute
§ 616.683).

Table 1. Comparison of Oregon with Other State Cottage Food Laws
Aspect of Law

Oregon Farm Direct Marketing Law (FDML)

Other State Cottage Food Laws

Type of food

Non-potentially hazardous foods (pickles, jams,
dried products, etc.) made by the farmer from
farm-grown produce (except certain nonprincipal
ingredients, e.g., salt, vinegar, pectin, lemon juice,
and sugar) using a recipe from a recognized
process authority such as USDA’s Complete Guide
to Home Canning or a recipe pre-approved by a
recognized process authority.

“Non-potentially hazardous” foods that do not
require refrigeration, with a pH level below 4.6,
and/or a low moisture content; some states have
a list of allowed foods. Typically pickles, jam,
dried food, and baked goods are allowed. Only
four states allow potentially hazardous food (e.g.,
dairy); Wyoming allows any homemade food
product except red meat.

Who and where

Sales must be direct from the producer/processor
to a consumer at any direct sales venue (e.g.,
farmers market).

Sales must be direct to consumer; many states
restrict sales to farmers markets, farm, or home
(or some combination thereof).

Sales cap

Gross sales of producer-processed foods must not
exceed US$20,000 per year.

Half of state laws have no upper limit; the other
half range from US$5,000 to US$50,000 in sales
per year.

Registration and
licensing

None required, but farmers must keep processing
records (e.g., recipes, pH testing) and are subject
to inspections and licensing by the state
agriculture department if a food safety question
arises.

Twenty states have no registration or requirements, and eight have no registration but some
requirements. The remainder have registration
and requirements, 13 of which have registration
with heavy obligations such as food safety
certification.

Labeling
requirements

Products must be labeled with product identity,
name and address of producer, net weight, list of
ingredients (including any major allergens), and
“THIS PRODUCT IS HOMEMADE AND IS NOT
PREPARED IN AN INSPECTED FOOD ESTABLISHMENT” and “NOT FOR RESALE” in all capital,
boldface type no less than 1/8" (3.175 mm).

Forty-six out of 48 states require labeling such as
the common name of the food, name of the
producer, contact information for the producer,
information on weight or quantity of food being
sold, and ingredients. Two states have no
labeling requirements.

Source: Leamy, 2017.
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The Political and Scientific Landscape for
Small, Direct, Processed Food Sales
The FDML passed with strong support, with only
16 of 90 legislators opposing (The Oregonian,
n.d.). However, getting there was not easy, largely
because of debate about the cottage food provision. In this section, we describe the political arguments and scientific evidence in favor of cottage
food laws in general and in favor of the FDML in
particular. We also describe the political arguments
and scientific evidence against them. We conclude
with a summary of the tradeoffs faced by policy
makers and then introduce our research questions.
Arguments and evidence in favor of cottage food laws
The primary argument for the FDML cottage
food provision, echoed in the literature, was that it
would support farm economic viability through
multiple, interlinked mechanisms: removing
ambiguity about on-farm post-harvest handling of
direct-marketed foods; reducing fixed and per-unit
processing costs; creating new products and new
income streams; turning excess or unsold harvest
into marketable product; extending the market
season with shelf-stable products; test marketing
before investing in infrastructure; and processing
quantities too small for a co-packer to handle
(Bauer, 2011; Brekken, 2012; Lies 2011; Love,
2011; Terry, 2011). Research on food safety
regulation impacts on small food businesses and
value-added processing indicates that increasing
fees and requirements can add costs and barriers
that keep some small-scale firms out of the
market, while value-added processing has benefits
such as using produce that would otherwise go to
waste (Alonso, 2011; Alonso & O’Neill, 2011;
Alonso & Northcote, 2013; Antle, 2000; DeLind
& Howard, 2008; Worosz, Knight, Harris, &
Conner, 2008). Conversely, others have argued
that regulations can provide operational benefits
for small food processors (Buckley, 2015; Fairman
& Yapp, 2005; Mensah & Julien, 2011). In a 2017
report, a survey of U.S. cottage food producers
finds that the cost of constructing or renting a
commercial kitchen is a barrier to starting a valueadded business (Leamy, 2017); other research has
pointed to the lack of commercial kitchens in rural
areas (Alonso, 2011; Alonso & O’Neill, 2011;
Volume 8, Issue 3 / Fall 2018

Leamy, 2017; Tarr, 2011). A review of states that
require registration of cottage food businesses
finds that thousands of new businesses have been
formed since the laws were passed (Leamy, 2017).
An auxiliary argument in favor was that the
provision would reduce the regulatory burden on
the state without taking away regulatory oversight
altogether. By exempting small-scale, non–potentially hazardous products, the public sector could
focus limited enforcement resources on high-risk,
high-volume foods that are more likely to sicken
many people (Brekken, 2012; Leamy, 2017; Love,
2011; Terry, 2011). This is a general argument in
the literature on scale and food safety regulation
(e.g., DeLind & Howard 2008).
Benefits to local economies and food
security are also prevalent arguments in support
of cottage food laws and increasing value-added
processing or DTC sales in general (Alonso,
2011; Alonso & Northcote, 2013; Alonso &
O’Neill, 2011; Miller, 2015; Tarr, 2011). These
arguments were not at the forefront during the
debate on the FDML; however, they emerged in
Oregon in 2015 during debate of the state’s
second cottage food law, the Home Baking Bill
(SB320) (Leamy, 2017; Thomas, 2015). This law
allows the unlicensed production and DTC sale
of baked goods, candies, and confections by any
home baker from any ingredients, not just
farmers using their own farm-grown produce
(Gwin, 2018). Studies in Oregon and elsewhere
have identified economic impact related to local
food, though not specifically for DTC sales or
cottage food (Rahe, Van Dis, Weiland, & Gwin,
2017). As Jablonski, Hendrickson, Vogel, and
Schmit (2017) explain in a recent review article,
local food systems can generate rural economic
development, but social, cultural, physical, political, and other forms of wealth that contribute to
community well-being are also meaningful outcomes that deserve more attention. For example,
researchers have suggested that farmers markets
and other DTC venues can increase healthy food
access in rural communities (Johnson et al.,
2014). However, there is still little empirical
evidence of these claims, especially related to
direct sales of processed foods. Our study begins
to fill this research gap.
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Arguments and evidence against cottage food laws
The argument made against the cottage food provision in the FDML was that reduced regulatory
scrutiny would allow unsanitary production practices that in turn would cause foodborne illness
outbreaks, even for non-potentially hazardous
products sold in small quantities. The Northwest
Food Processors Association and the Oregon
Farm Bureau opposed it on these grounds (Bauer,
2011; Leamy, 2017; Lies, 2011; Terry, 2011).
Empirical research on actual food safety outcomes
resulting from small-scale farms, direct marketing,
or cottage food laws is limited but emerging
(Miller, 2015; Young, Thaivalappil, Reimer, &
Greig, 2017). A 2017 meta-analysis of food safety
at farmers markets in the U.S. and Canada found
not only that foodborne illness resulting from
farmers market sales is rare but also that many
studies have only investigated farmer, market
manager, and regulator practices, knowledge, or
experience related to food safety protocols rather
than outcomes (Young et al., 2017). Research on
scale and food safety concludes that different scales
generate different food safety challenges; thus,
regulation and education must emphasize scaleappropriate interventions (Buckley, 2015; Clayton,
Griffith, Price, & Peters, 2002; DeLind & Howard,
2008; Fairman & Yapp, 2005; Parker, DeNiro,
Ivey, & Doohan, 2016; Yapp & Fairman, 2006).
Only one study was identified that specifically
focused on cottage food laws, in which surveyed
state regulatory officials and food safety educators
nationwide reported their perceptions of existing
knowledge and capital gaps of cottage food producers rather than actual outcomes (Harrison,
Critzer, & Harrison, 2016). Our study, by exploring
the actual food safety outcomes related to a
specific cottage food law, adds to the currently
limited empirical research on this topic.
One challenge in the design of cottage food
laws is that the restrictions on products, locations,
ingredients, recipes, sales caps, and labelling can
make them operationally unfeasible, such that users
struggle to follow the rules (Brekken, 2012; Leamy,
2017). This could result in fewer eligible producers
taking advantage of the opportunity to engage in
value-added sales, or it could lead to violations of
the law that undermine the credibility of FDML
90

products. After the law passed, advocates were
concerned that the FDML cottage food provision
was too narrow, limiting who could benefit, too
complex, and too difficult to communicate and
follow (Brekken, 2012). Another concern was that
farmers markets might require vendors to have
liability insurance at a level that would cost more
than the profits made from value-added or DTC
sales (e.g., Boys et al., 2015). Existing studies of the
operational feasibility of cottage food laws focus
on how the laws are written. Our study provides an
empirical look at this issue for users, in practice.
Policy tradeoffs and continuing debate about
cottage food laws
Food safety regulation that requires licensing,
inspections, and labeling is generally justified as a
way to ensure the visibility, reliability, accountability, and traceability of foods sold to the public
(Stearns, 2010). The literature on farm direct
marketing in general—and cottage food laws in
particular—articulates the inherent tension
between reducing food safety regulation to expand
food and farm entrepreneurship and the public
interest in food safety (Boys et al., 2015; Brekken,
2012; Condra, 2013; Leamy, 2017; Miller, 2015;
Tarr, 2011). Overall, the empirical research
indicates that small firms and direct sales of fresh
or processed foods can create foodborne illness,
but the total risk of harm to the public is small due
to the design of cottage food laws and the small
number of processors and consumers (Brekken,
2012; Condra, 2013; Leamy, 2017; Young et al.,
2017). Oregon and 47 other states have weighed
the benefits to individual farmers, entrepreneurs,
and their communities against the increased risk of
foodborne illness and have passed cottage food
laws.

Study Purpose and Research Questions
To provide insights into the actual outcomes of
Oregon’s FDML provision, we conducted an earlystage assessment in 2016 to probe whether any of
the predicted outcomes—positive and negative—
of the FDML’s cottage food provision had
emerged in the law’s first five years. We expected
that it was still fairly early to see extensive evidence
of any of these outcomes. We therefore designed
Volume 8, Issue 3 / Fall 2018
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our assessment as exploratory and open-ended, not
for statistical generalization, with the goal of laying
the groundwork for a more comprehensive future
study when more time had passed (Buckley, 2015).
We structured our study around five specific
questions:
1. Are farmers making and selling products
under this provision, and if so, which
products?
2. Has the FDML resulted in any food safety
outbreaks?
3. How has the FDML benefitted farmers, the
direct marketing sector, and communities?
4. What barriers do farmers face when using
the FDML?
5. How could the law be improved?

study, we received approval from our university’s
institutional review board.

Focus Group and Key Informant Interviews
We began this research project by convening a
two-hour focus group of five people active during
the legislative and regulatory process that led to the
FDML (Bernard, 2011). We asked a series of openended questions to elicit their opinions and experiences regarding how the law has affected Oregon
farmers and local food systems. We used their
answers to refine our research questions, our
research design, and our interview questions. We
then conducted semi-structured interviews with an
ODA employee involved with implementation and
an Oregon legislator who provided key support for
the bill during passage. We asked open-ended
questions relevant to those specific roles.

On a practical level, these questions were
Farmer and Market Manager Interviews
designed to provide policymakers and stakeholders
We conducted 42 semistructured interviews with
with information about how this law is working in
farmers (n=18) and farmers market managers
practice. We had been asked these questions not
(n=24). We aimed for a geographically diverse set
only in Oregon but by local food organizations in
of interviews around Oregon, using the 2016 map
other states with interest in similar opportunities
of Oregon State University (OSU) Extension
for farmers in their states. On a broader level, these
regions (Figure 1) as a sampling matrix. Most of
questions were designed to allow us to contribute
our interviewees were located in regions that
to research on cottage food laws and direct sales of
support most of Oregon’s farmers markets: the
processed food, as noted above, by describing
actual outcomes of a specific
Figure 1. Oregon State University Extension Regions (as of 2016)
law.

Study Methods
For this exploratory, qualitative
study, we began with a focus
group and then conducted
semistructured interviews with
farmers, farmers market managers, and two additional key
informants (Bernard, 2011).
Farmers markets are only one
possible market channel for
producer-processed products,
but starting at markets gave us
access to many farmers at one
time and allowed us to observe
the different products labelled as
being processed and sold under
the FDML. Before beginning the
Volume 8, Issue 3 / Fall 2018
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population centers of the
Table 2. Market Manager and Farmer Interviews by Oregon State University
Portland Metropolitan
Extension Region
region (Metro), WillamRegion
Market Managers
Farmers
ette Valley (Clackamas,
West Central), Coastal
Contacted
Interviewed
Contacted
Interviewed
Oregon, and South West
More populous regions with more farmers markets
Oregon. However, we
Metro
18
6
1
1
also interviewed farmers
Clackamas
7
2
3
2
and market managers in
less populous areas,
West Central
11
3
12
6
including the Columbia
South West
6
3
7
5
Basin, Eastern Oregon,
Coastal
14
5
2
1
and Central and South
Less populous regions with fewer farmers markets
Central Oregon. Table 2
lists attempted and sucMid-Columbia
2
1
1
0
cessful interviews by
Columbia Plateau
2
0
0
0
Extension region.
Eastern
4
2
4
3
To recruit farmers,
South Central
1
1
0
0
we visited 20 farmers
markets in eight of the ten Central
1
1
0
0
regions (except Columbia
Total
66
24
30
18
Plateau and South
Central), located farmers
during the 2016 market season (July to September);
selling FDML-labeled products, and asked them to
most were by phone, five were in person, and two
participate in our study. In all, we contacted 30
were by email. Interviews lasted between 30 and 60
farmers, and 18 chose to participate. To recruit
minutes. We transcribed the interviews and coded
market managers, we began with the Oregon
them using the qualitative analysis software,
Farmers Market Association’s market directory.
Dedoose, using open, axial, and selective coding
This directory is voluntary, but it is still the most
methods, developing codes in a constant comparacomprehensive public list of markets and manative process (Robson 2011). We did not start with
gers. We contacted every manager on the list by
pre-determined codes—e.g., codes for the specific
phone, email, or both, except in regions where we
arguments for and against the law.
already had sufficient interviews. In all, we contacted 66 managers, and 24 chose to participate.
Limitations
We also found some farmers and market managers
As noted above, our qualitative assessment is
through a purposive snowball method from other
exploratory and not designed for statistical generalfarmer and market manager interviews (Bernard,
ization. We do not claim to be able to estimate
2011).
what percentage of direct-market farmers in
We developed an interview guide with openOregon use this law in all direct-to-consumer
ended questions corresponding to four of our five
venues. Our purposive, exploratory approach was
research questions (Bernard, 2011); we answered
more appropriate than attempting a representative
the foodborne illness question separately, as
sample (e.g., through a survey) for two reasons.
described below. Interview questions were openFirst, there is no defined population to sample: the
ended to allow unexpected themes and patterns to
FDML provides an exemption from licensing, and
emerge. We did not ask about specific predicted
no list of users exists. Second, our goal was to learn
benefits but instead asked about benefits in
if and how the law was being used and to what
general.
effect, not to measure the number of farmers,
We conducted nearly all of the interviews
92
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products, or sales. Our study provides the first
glimpse of the impacts of this policy.

Food Safety Outbreak Data
Based on guidance we received from the Oregon
Health Authority (OHA) and ODA, we examined
the Center for Disease Control (CDC) database of
foodborne illnesses to learn of any outbreaks
attributable to FDML-allowed products since the
law’s passage. Oregon has a strong history of
investigating and reporting foodborne illness to the
U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) and is one
of six states designated as a CDC Integrated Food
Safety Center of Excellence (Center for Science in
the Public Interest, 2015; OHA, n.d.). Oregon’s
system requires clinicians and laboratories who
treat and test presumptive and confirmed foodborne illness cases to report to their county health
departments, which then investigate and report to
the OHA. OHA then investigates and reports
outbreak data from all counties to the CDC
FoodNet (Center for Science in the Public Interest,
2015; OHA, n.d.). The CDC database then reports
all known foodborne illness outbreaks and details
(if known) including the month and year, state,
genus species and serotype or genotype, etiology
status, location of preparation, number of illnesses,
hospitalizations and deaths, the food product, and
the contaminated ingredient. This is the most complete foodborne illness data in the United States.
We reviewed CDC data on foodborne illness in
Oregon from 2012 to 2016, the most recent data
available (CDC, 2016; search results on file with
authors). We analyzed this data to find sources that
could be FDML foods through the location of
preparation and the food product information.

Results
We present our results for each of our research
questions, first listing the themes that emerged for
each and then describing each theme based on
interviewees’ experiences. In summary, farmers
around the state are using the FDML to sell valueadded foods made in their home kitchens. The
main argument against the FDML does not appear
to have materialized: we found no evidence of
widespread or acute foodborne illness resulting
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from FDML foods. The farmers and market managers we interviewed reported most of the anticipated benefits and some additional, less expected
benefits. They also described barriers to using
FDML and made suggestions for improving the
law.

Are farmers making and selling products under
this provision, and if so, which products?
At 18 of the 20 markets we visited, farmers were
selling value-added products under FDML. These
products were clearly identifiable by their required
labels. Several market managers said they had seen
a steady increase over the years since the law was
passed in the number of farmers using it and the
number and variety of products. Managers are
accurate reporters on this point because they
collect and keep vendor records, including what
products vendors are selling. The farmers we
interviewed were making and selling a wide variety
of products, including jams, jellies, and preserves;
canned fruit and applesauce; pickled vegetables;
relishes; sauerkraut; dried fruit; seasonings and
seasoning salts; dried herbs and herbal teas; kale
chips; soup mixes; kimchi; hot sauces; salsas;
honey; granola; and homemade vinegars. Some
farmers had one or two products, while others had
more than a dozen.

Has FDML resulted in any food safety outbreaks?
We found no foodborne illness outbreaks that
could be definitively traced to FDML foods. We
found three instances in the “fair, festival, other
temp or mobile services” category that were traced
to catering or restaurants, neither of which is
allowed to source and serve FDML foods. We
found no outbreaks listed in the “farm/dairy”
preparation site category. All illness outbreaks from
food sources that could possibly have been a
FDML product (e.g., “pickles,” “berries,” “salsa,”
“sauce,” etc.) were traced to production at private
residences, restaurants, or banquet facilities (CDC,
2016; search results on file with authors).
While the lack of cases in the CDC database
does not unequivocally prove that FDML foods
have not caused any foodborne illness, it is reasonably strong evidence that FDML foods have
not caused a reportable outbreak. While not all
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foodborne illnesses are reported and only about
one-third of Oregon’s reported cases identified
both a pathogen and food source from 2003 to
2012, 45% of those outbreaks affected between 2
and 10 people. This demonstrates Oregon’s investigation of small outbreaks, even from limited food
sources (Center for Science in the Public Interest,
2015). It is also worth repeating that FDML does
not undercut the ODA’s authority to change or
add rules as needed if foodborne illnesses become
a problem. As a farmer who participated in our
initial group discussion said, “If there is an issue, I
believe the statute and rules give [ODA] the
authority to deal with an unsanitary situation.” In
an interview with an ODA food safety specialist,
we learned that ODA does not keep any formal
records of illnesses related to the FDML, but that
there were no known illness complaints associated
with the FDML. Furthermore, the person explained, ODA does receive questions and complaints—such as requests for clarification of the
rules—primarily from farm direct marketers who
are monitoring other farm direct marketers. This
creates a form of self-monitoring in the sector (W.
Fargo, personal communication, April 9, 2018).

How has the FDML benefitted farmers, the
direct marketing sector, and communities?
We asked farmers and market managers what the
FDML has meant for them and their businesses,
specifically the cottage foods provision.

Unprompted, responses clustered into seven
general themes (Table 3) and included many
benefits anticipated by the advocates of the FDML
(described above), specifically those related to the
economic viability of small farms. Farmers and
market managers also identified community-level
benefits that were not anticipated at the time of
passage. We discuss each of the reported benefits,
first discussing the anticipated benefits mentioned
most, then the unanticipated benefits.

Create New, Supplemental Income Streams
(Anticipated)
As noted earlier, one of the primary arguments for
the passage of FDML was that it would boost farm
income by creating new market opportunities and
new, supplemental revenue streams. We learned
from our interviews that this has indeed happened.
It was one of the top two benefits that emerged
from the interviews; it was raised by 10 farmers
and three market managers. For example, a market
manager observed that, in the years since the passage of FDML, her vendors had become “more
creative about the number of products they can
bring to market, which ultimately puts more money
in their pocket.” A farmer in Southern Oregon,
who sold about US$10,000 of FDML products
annually, said this was, “a huge boon to our farm
because, boy, it would be difficult at [US]$10,000
to afford the flat infrastructure cost it would take
to have a facility, but you know a small amount like

Table 3. Benefits Related to Using the Farm Direct Marketing Law (FDML) (N=42)
BENEFIT

Farmer
(n=18)

Market Manager
(n=24)

Total

Anticipated
Create new, supplemental income streams

10 (56%)

3 (13%)

13 (31%)

Turn excess harvest and seconds into revenue, reduce waste and cost

9 (50%)

4 (17%)

13 (31%)

Add variety to market stall

5 (28%)

2 (8%)

7 (17%)

Test marketing, batches too small to co-pack, reduced per-unit cost

5 (28%)

0 (0%)

5 (12%)

Extend marketing season beyond availability of fresh produce

4 (22%)

1 (4%)

5 (12%)

Benefits to farms and communities in isolated rural regions

5 (28%)

1 (4%)

6 (14%)

Food security

2 (11%)

2 (8%)

4 (10%)

Unanticipated
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[US]$10,000 really helps out our farm for the year.”

Turn Excess Harvest and Seconds into Revenue and
Reduce Waste (Anticipated)
The opportunity to turn surplus harvest, unsold
fresh products, and seconds into saleable, valueadded products was the other benefit most often
mentioned. One farmer said that this option,
“helps me guard against a lot of product loss, like
stuff that I would have had to either been composting or it would have been more jam than I
could have used personally.” Another farmer uses
otherwise unsalable culls from one crop in a recipe:
“If I have a byproduct from, let’s say, planting
garlic, I can use my small bulbs or small cloves and
make an array of different flavored pickles,” for
which, he added, he can get a higher price. Similarly, he uses his B-grade carrots and garlic in his
kimchi.
Market managers also spoke to the value of
using unsold produce. One manager explained,
“It’s really good for the farmers…let’s say they
have a bunch of strawberries and they can’t sell
them all because it rained or something happened
and people couldn’t come [to the market]. They
can go home and make jam with it. Otherwise,
they’d have to throw it in the compost pile… it’s a
money loss.” While compost has economic value
to the farm, both farmers and market managers
equate product loss not only with financial loss but
with unnecessary food waste. And although converting perishable produce into non-perishable
value-added products has additional costs—
including time, energy and materials—those perunit costs are reduced significantly due to the
FDML.

Add Variety to Market Stall (Anticipated)
An additional benefit of adding new product lines
is variety itself. That is, the new products fill out
the market booth, and that variety attracts different
customers. As one farmer said, “It’s a guaranteed
seller… You can have a day where the market is
flat and you hardly sell any vegetables and so it sort
of helps balance that.” Similarly, a market manager
said, “When you have a lot at your booth, maybe a
lot of produce that day, getting out several cases of
canned things or dried things makes your booth
Volume 8, Issue 3 / Fall 2018

look full. That’s really helpful, because I’ve noticed
that people tend to buy in booths that look more
abundant than other booths… Humans gravitate
toward abundance.”
Farmers also use value-added products as a
lure. A market manager described a rancher who
primarily sells meat but also a small amount of
cucumbers and tomatoes. A frozen cut of meat
that costs US$10 per pound can seem expensive,
but “if they put out a small jar of pickles that costs
[US]$5, people will buy the pickles before they buy
the meat, and I think that helps them build trust in
that farmer.” The manager reported that, for this
rancher, that customer had come back to buy meat
and was now a regular customer. As we discuss in
more depth later, booths with preserved foods may
also attract tourists.

Extend the Marketing Season (Anticipated)
Processed products can extend a farm’s marketing
season into times when fresh product is less abundant, both supplementing income and smoothing
out cash flow. A farmer explained that they now
have something to sell at the early season and late
fall markets, as well as a winter market. He
described, “It keeps our cash flow more stable…
it’s really helped to increase our shoulder season
and create a more stable season for the farm
altogether.”
Farmers are also able to market highly seasonal
crops over a longer period. A tree fruit and berry
farmer remarked, “It gave us a chance to give our
crops shelf life…We need to be able to sell them
for more than a few weeks of the year.” A third
farmer noted that while her marketing season was
not longer, it kicked off more successfully with
FDML products on the table: “It doesn’t change
the number of markets we attend but makes our
table look much more full in the early weeks of the
market.”

Reduce Financial Risk through Test Marketing
(Anticipated)
Our fifth theme combined three predicted benefits
of FDML: that producers could (a) test market
products in small batches before investing in
expensive licensing and infrastructure, or
(b) process batches that are too small for co95
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packing, (c) at a lower per-unit cost. Test marketing
not only encourages small business development—
and potential job creation if the business scales
up—but also prevents significant financial loss for
a farm if the product idea fails. While using a copacker can be a successful and low-risk way to
develop and test-market new products (Gwin &
McCann, 2017), our interviews confirmed that
many farmers in Oregon are not located near a copacker or simply do not have enough raw product
to meet a co-packer’s minimum batch size. FDML
allows farms to test-market, in very small batches,
from their own kitchens, often at a per-unit cost
lower than a co-packer would charge.
Test marketing serves several purposes, often
simultaneously. First, a farm that sells FDML products can find out what customers like, allowing
them to plan production and processing in future
years. Then they can scale up or shift production
and processing to focus on the few products that
are top-sellers. At least four farmers we interviewed
were using FDML with this in mind. “It gave us an
opportunity to see what would work for us,” a
farmer said. Another explained that “there were
some varieties of fruit spreads that we did that
didn’t sell as well as others, so it was really helpful
to be able to not have to invest all our money [into
the costs of a licensed facility]…that way we were
able to branch out starting the second and third
year knowing what we needed to grow more of.”
If successful, the scaling up process can take
farms above the FDML sales limit. A mid-scale,
diversified produce farm selling mostly fresh produce into both direct and wholesale markets had
recently added a small retail store on the farm with
a wide variety of FDML products. The farmers
have no intention of maintaining such a diverse
product line: “We are trying things out to see what
consumers respond to,” said one of the farm owners. Each year, they plan to identify four top-selling
products for scaled-up production in a licensed
commercial kitchen.
Several farmers also made it clear that testmarketing on a small scale was their path to scaling
up to larger volumes and wholesale marketing.
“This is sort of a foothold for us to move in that
direction,” one farmer said, “so we can start to
develop those [products], get good recipes, test our
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marketing, and then step it up eventually. Then we
can do wholesale marketing.” A market manager
shared a story about a farm selling dried beans and
grains, grown in a region not normally known for
those products: “They were having trouble with
marketing, but [FDML] made it feasible to have a
little bit of those products in markets and get some
acceptance of locally raised grains.” The farm has
since expanded its production volume and market
channels to include wholesale customers, outside
of the FDML exemption. In a variation on this
theme, another farmer envisions a scaled-up valueadded food business that would source from her
and other farmers who want to stay small. She
explained, “Our biggest product by far is hot sauce,
and it’s small, 500 bottles last year, [US]$8 or
[US]$9 per bottle. Our hot sauce is really popular … if it’s really that good, someone may want to
scale that up.”
However, not all farms are looking to grow.
Some farmers said FDML allows them to stay
small and not outstrip the capacity of both their
farm and their community. A small-scale farmer in
a rural area said that he did not expect to exceed
the US$20,000 limit. He explained, “I would have
to have [on-farm] help, and I would probably have
to be charging a lot more for my stuff, and people
in this community and our area cannot afford a lot
of the higher priced stuff.”

Benefits to Farms and Communities in Isolated
Rural Regions (Unanticipated)
Our research suggests that FDML may have particular significance for rural Oregon, which has a
low population density, lower per capita income
than urban areas of the state, has experienced a
loss of rural grocery stores and access to fresh
foods, and has a less favorable climate for growing
fresh produce (Lurie & Brekken, 2017). A farmer
in Eastern Oregon explained, “That’s how everything is, this side of the state versus that side with
agriculture…it’s just so different here than it is
over there.” Farmers and market managers spoke
to this in a variety of ways, and three stood out in
particular: FDML has alleviated a lack of commercial kitchens, fits well within agritourism, and has
the potential to generate community-level benefits
beyond the farm.
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Lack of commercial kitchens
Small food processors often start by renting time
in a licensed commercial kitchen, but isolated rural
areas often lack this infrastructure for local businesses. A farmer who now sells a popular line of
fermented products and pickles said that FDML
made legal what was practically impossible before.
He was already making the products for his personal use, but lacked the capital to build his own
licensed kitchen and was not sure he could
produce enough to support such an investment.
His rural community, and the surrounding area,
had no commercial kitchen. He explained, “This is
one of the least prosperous parts of Western
Oregon… It’s miles away from anything and
there’s no economy. … The school closed down,
the tavern closed down, the store closed,
everything closed down. This is rural Oregon.” In
his experience, FDML had created space to
alleviate some of these challenges, though he
hoped more would be done.
Another rural farmer described a similar
situation: she would like to scale up beyond the
US$20,000 limit into licensed production, but she
lacks the capital to build her own facility and the
few available buildings in her small community
would be very expensive to retrofit. She explained,
“We’d have to leave and go to a different town…
being rural, you know… those facilities are
generally urban.”
Agritourism
As mentioned earlier, farmers can now make products that are an easier sell for “agritourists.” The
state of Oregon is actively promoting agritourism
as an economic development opportunity for rural
communities and, more broadly, a way to strengthen rural-urban connections (Lurie & Brekken,
2017). One farmer in a coastal community said that
the FDML had made it possible to make small
batches of value-added products to sell as souvenirs or gifts, not groceries. His local farmers market, he said, “has a lot of tourists. Tourists don't
want to buy plant starts or bouquets, but they love
to take jam home to Aunt Martha in Minneapolis.
So it was a great outlet. … Half of the jams and
jellies that I sell are to tourists.”
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Community benefits
FDML can generate economic benefits not only
for farmers but for their communities. One market
manager noted that, “every product that can be
created in a community and sold at the market or a
farm stand or CSA is one more thing that can actually be bought there, in rural communities that lack
grocery stores.” And most rural stores, she continued, “aren’t going to have these jams, pickles, dried
beans and grains.” These local products and businesses are also “creating a community where
people want to be … which is far more significant
than the economic development,” said one farmer
in an isolated part of Oregon.

Food Security (Unanticipated)
Because of our target interviewees and questions,
most benefits raised were about farmers, as
expected. However, increasing food security—
specifically by making nutritious foods more
available and affordable in isolated or low-income
areas—was mentioned in our initial focus group
and in four interviews as a potential benefit of the
FDML. Value-added foods are not, by definition,
nutritious, but the types of food farmers are making under the FDML contain whole foods, such as
jams, pickles, dried beans, and grains.
A manager of a market in a low-income area
between two more affluent cities said, “You have
two ends of the spectrum… If you are in a more
affluent neighborhood, it’s more of the foodie side
of it, that they like the idea and they like having
local fresh options, whereas on our side of it it’s
just having more options.” Similarly, as noted in
the test marketing section above, a farmer in a lowincome rural area is keeping his costs low so his
community can afford his products. Another farmer said, “Where we’re at, we’re in what they call a
food desert, you know, it’s pretty sparse out there.”
In summary, we found evidence that the cottage foods provision of the Farm Direct Marketing
Bill is working as advocates had hoped, in both
urban and rural areas of Oregon. While the full
extent of these impacts is beyond the scope of this
paper, and potential long-term benefits (e.g., farm
viability and rural economic development) will take
time to materialize, we expect that more farmers
will take advantage of this opportunity.
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What barriers do farmers face when using the
FDML? How could it be improved?
In our interviews, we asked whether there were any
barriers to using the law and then asked, separately,
how the law might be improved. Answers to these
two questions, not unexpectedly, converged
enough that we present these results together. In
stark contrast to benefits, far fewer barriers were
mentioned by farmers and market managers. In
fact, three market managers and five farmers
named no barriers or improvements at all, even
when prompted two or more times. Market managers responded with their own opinions and also
with what they had heard from their farmer
vendors.
The barriers and improvements that were
mentioned (Table 4) fall into two basic themes
related to the law’s operational feasibility: unclear
rules and too many restrictions. We discuss each of
these barriers and improvements below. As we
discuss later in this paper, the list of suggested
improvements includes those possible now and
those requiring changes to the administrative rules,
the interpretation of those rules, or the law itself.

Improving Clarity and Information
The barrier most often mentioned, by four market
managers and two farmers, was not about the law
itself but about a real or perceived lack of clear

information about the rules. This clearly echoes the
concerns expressed when the law was passed, that
the many qualifications made the exact requirements difficult to communicate to farmers and
consumers. Farmers, for example, said that what
counted as “approved” in “approved recipe” was
not clear.
Interestingly, while the market managers also
sought clarity on aspects of the law, they were
equally concerned that farmers were not finding or
using existing information. For example, one
manager said, “the education, the resources, and
the materials are out there,” for example, from
OSU Extension and the ODA. However, he
continued, “I think bandwidth and capacity on a
farm is a barrier.”
Parallel to this, clarifying requirements and
providing more information were together the
most cited suggested improvements, named by two
farmers and ten market managers. One farmer
asked for the rules to be provided in a format
“simpler than the legal version,” referring to
resources posted on the ODA website; market
managers echoed this and also asked for Spanishlanguage versions in addition to English. Another
farmer asked for clarification about a specific category of products that he believed the rules allowed
but his county health inspector did not. Managers
also asked for clarity about products that the rules

Table 4. Barriers and Suggested Improvements (N=42)
Barriers

Suggested Improvements

Unclear requirements and more
information needed

Farmer
(n=18)

Market Manager
(n=24)

Total

2 (11%)

4 (17%)

6 (14%)

Clarify rules; provide more information

2 (11%)

10 (42%)

12 (29%)

Allow more product types

3 (17%)

1 (4%)

4 (10%)

Allow more market channels

3 (17%)

0

3 (7%)

Expand ingredients allowed

2 (11%)

0

2 (5%)

Raise annual sales revenue cap

1 (6%)

0

1 (2%)

Labeling and recordkeeping
requirements

2 (11%)

0

2 (5%)

Approved recipe requirement

0

1 (4%)

1 (2%)

Liability insurance*

1 (6%)

2 (8%)

3 (7%)

Exemptions are too narrow

* Liability insurance is not mandated by the Farm Direct Marketing Law (FDML) but is required by some markets.
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did not directly name but might actually allow, for
example, frozen fruit, fruit vinegars, and kombucha. As one manager said, “None of us are looking
for a way out of following the rules.… We just
want it to be clear and science-based too.”
Managers also asked for more food safety
education for farmers, for example on pH testing,
sources of approved recipes, and food safety practices relevant to these products and their scale of
production. One manager said, “Hand in hand
with this kind of policy, states need to make sure
there is adequate education for farmers.” Another
noted that food preservation knowledge had “skipped a couple generations, so you gotta bone up on
your skills. … Their mothers didn’t do it, and
maybe their grandmothers didn’t do it, and maybe
they didn’t learn.”
Finally, six market managers and one farmer
also suggested that more information about the law
and its requirements be made available to the
public. Managers want the public to know that
FDML products are both safe and legal. The
farmer asserted that if the public knew the rules,
they would be less likely to buy from farmers who
broke those rules. However, as one manager
pointed out, consumers are much more likely to
understand “farm direct” as a concept versus the
FDML cottage food provision as a specific legal
exemption: “I think it’s hard from a consumer
perspective to know that those pickles are something that wouldn’t be available five years ago.”

Expanding the FDML Exemption
Other suggested improvements fall under the
general category of “expand the exemption.” One
farmer said FDML “is a step in the right direction.…I’d like to see those restrictions loosened a
bit more.” Their specific objections mirror the
concerns raised at the time of passage, and most of
their suggestions would require changes in the rules
or the law. None of these suggestions were particularly surprising, given that the farmers we interviewed have already seen some success with these
products and would like additional opportunities.
Three farmers wanted to make a broader range
of products, from a pesto made of garlic greens or
scapes that would not meet the acidity requirements of raw milk and cheese. Three farmers also
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wanted to expand to more market channels, such
as retail stores, restaurants, and through other
farmers by consignment. Two farmers wanted to
expand allowed ingredients, such as buying ingredients from a farmer at the same market with extra
berries but no time to make jam. Only one farmer
wanted to raise the sales cap.
Some farmers and market managers also felt
that the labeling, recordkeeping, and approved
recipe requirements were too strict. For farmers,
labeling and recordkeeping were doable but an
extra “hassle factor.” As one farmer said, “it’s not a
big deal, but still, it takes time.” These objections
to fairly simple requirements echoed what a market
manager said she heard from farmers about having
to use approved recipes. She remarked, “I think
sometimes that can feel like a barrier, when in
reality, I don’t really know that it is so much, but…
I think there’s a perception that with [FDML] the
concept is removing some of the rules… Then to
find out that there’s certain t’s to cross and i’s to
dot….” Part of this, she observed, was that farmers
are often fiercely independent business owners
and, “feel fortunate to have an opportunity not to
be told what to do.” Ultimately, she said, even if a
requirement is not truly a barrier in practice, “it can
be a perceived barrier,” which she believed was
“just as strong as [being] a barrier.”
Finally, one farmer and two managers discussed the need for liability insurance, which is not
required by the law but rather by many markets,
whether vendors sell processed or only fresh
products. The two managers who mentioned this
had heard it from a few farmers but doubted it was
a common problem due to the relatively low cost
of a policy and the risk management value.
In summary, farmers are processing and selling
a wide variety of products under the FDML
exemption. Based on the available data, no foodborne illness outbreaks have been linked to
products made and sold under the law. Farmers
and market managers described a range of
benefits—primarily for farmers, but also for
communities. Most of these benefits match the
“pro” arguments during the passage of the law.
Farmers and market managers identified barriers
and suggested changes related to policy, education,
and information.
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Discussion
Our study explored early outcomes of Oregon’s
Farm Direct Marketing Law during its first five
years. As such, our study provides a rare look at a
cottage food law in practice, from the perspective
of people actually using it. We provide much
needed, albeit preliminary, empirical evidence
about the farm- and community-level benefits,
food safety outcomes, and operational feasibility of
cottage food laws.
It appears that the cottage food portion of the
FDML is working well so far. In summary, we
found that many of the anticipated benefits and
several that were unanticipated had occurred for at
least some farmers and may be happening in some
communities. This aligns with the purpose of the
law and broadens its relevance.
The suggestions for improvements to the law
echo some recommendations made by Leamy
(2017) in his comparison of cottage food laws
across the country and his survey of cottage food
producers. For example, some interviewees
proposed raising or removing the sales cap of
US$20,000 for producer-processed products.
Leamy reasons that the limit on sales is practically
imposed by the amount of product that can be
made in a home kitchen. More than half of the
states with cottage food laws have no limit on
sales. While this might benefit farmers and their
communities, the political feasibility of this in
Oregon is uncertain, due to ongoing concern about
foodborne illness. Licensed food processors might
also object to increased competition from businesses that would be less regulated and have lower
compliance costs.
Other suggestions for expanding the FDML
could be more politically feasible because they
more closely align with the goals of the law. For
example, expanding the exemption to allow farmers to use produce from neighboring farmers could
potentially expand the benefits of the law without
compromising food safety. That assumes, however,
that the farm doing the sourcing knows and trusts
the neighbor’s on-farm food safety practices.
Our study also revealed that existing education
and information resources have been useful but
need to reach a broader audience and address
additional questions and topics. As of this writing,
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OSU Extension and the ODA have responded to
this with new workshops and publications (e.g.,
Runkel, Gwin, & Streit, 2018). To reach a broader
audience, educational program design and outreach
is being done by these entities in partnership with
the state farmers market association, other community food system organizations, and farmers’ own
social and business networks.
If the range of benefits our interviewees identified are occurring more broadly for other farmers
and communities around the state, and if those
benefits grow over time, the FDML could have
important long-term impacts on several levels, as
discussed earlier. First, it could improve the longterm economic viability of small to mid-scale farms
across the state. Second, this type and scale of food
production and marketing could, more broadly,
contribute to economic development and rural
wealth creation. This can also happen in conjunction with other activities such as agritourism (Lurie
& Brekken, 2017). Third, if the law actually
increases access to value-added foods that are
nutritious, the law could contribute to community
food security. At the same time, food safety
practices that are appropriate to the scale and type
of these enterprises will be necessary to protect
consumers from foodborne illness (Buckley, 2015;
Condra, 2013; DeLind & Howard, 2008; Harrison,
Critzer, & Harrison, 2016; Leamy, 2017; Yapp &
Fairman, 2006).
Achieving the long-term potential of FDML
for farms and communities requires action at
different levels by different actors. At the most
basic level, this begins with the market transaction:
more farmers making and selling more products,
and more consumers knowing about and purchasing these products. Yet, more is needed than farm
entrepreneurship and consumer demand. Outreach
and education have already expanded, including a
focus on best practices related to food safety for
the scale and type of farm, processing, and product. As noted already, additional research is needed
to validate our initial suggestions about the benefits
of the FDML while at the same time continuing to
monitor for foodborne illness outbreaks or other
negative outcomes. Longer-term empirical evidence, if positive, could allow advocates to push
for regulatory or legislative changes to the existing
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law and rules. Yet, advocates can also pursue public investment in commercial kitchens and business
incubation services, if demand for these were sufficient, to support farmers and other small businesses interested in larger-scale, licensed production. Finally, rural communities and food security
advocates also have a role to play if the FDML is
conceived more broadly to achieve rural food
security goals.
The success of such efforts will depend on the
continued importance of the farm direct marketing
sector to Oregonians, which was strongly signaled
in 2011 by the passage of FDML. This holds true
today; as a high-level ODA employee who typically
focused on export markets and larger-scale agriculture said recently, “We have so many advocates
and so much interest by people for the movement,
sale, and purchase of Oregon food and agricultural
products, that I would expect direct farm marketing to significantly expand in the near and longterm future” (ODA, 2016). Farmers and other local
food system stakeholders, building on this influence, can use this study and the growing body of
applied research about Oregon’s local food and
direct market farming sector (e.g., Brekken, Parks,
& Lundgren, 2017; Horst & Gwin, 2018; Lurie &
Brekken, 2017; Rahe, Van Dis, Weiland, & Gwin,
2017; Trant, Brekken, Lev, & Gwin, 2018) to advocate for supportive public policy, from laws and
regulations to the allocation of public resources.
In the course of our research, we heard several
stories that support the idea that FDML was not
simply a one-time win. For example, one market
manager who participated in our group discussion
pointed to a new seat at the table where regulatory
agencies make critical administrative decisions:
In 2005, there was a reallocation of the
license fees from ODA. We were not at the
table, and we were hurt very badly. Small
farms, farm direct marketing people … got
hit with higher fees … [which] started a bad
cycle in the regulatory relationship. This year,
I’m on the food safety advisory committee.
At the first mention of the new fees [in
2017], I walked up to the new Food Safety
director and said we weren’t at the table last
time and got screwed, so can we be at the
Volume 8, Issue 3 / Fall 2018

table, and now I’m there and have had a
voice.
The FDML also provided a protective framework when new FSMA regulations appeared to
have the potential to undo the exemptions for
FDML products (Gwin & Landis, 2017). The
vastly improved relationship between the state
agricultural agency and farm direct marketing
advocates was critical to maintaining the FDML in
the face of pressure to tighten food safety
regulations.

Conclusion
We conclude this paper by stepping back to consider Oregon’s Farm Direct Marketing Law as a
whole. FDML has achieved what it was designed to
do: resolve significant regulatory ambiguity for
direct market sales of fresh produce and create a
cottage food opportunity for Oregon farmers.
While the cottage foods provision created space for
farmers to develop new product lines and income
streams, the other elements of the FDML were
essential to the continued growth of farm direct
marketing in Oregon because they prevented an
anticipated expansion of regulations on the farm
direct marketing sector by clarifying existing food
safety laws. Without those provisions, farm direct
sales might have been significantly curtailed in
Oregon; instead, they have continued to grow.
Although Oregon has a large number of farms
involved in direct marketing, a small number were
predicted to take advantage of the FDML opportunities, and it was understood that it would take
some time before consumers began to see
producer-processed products at the market
(Brekken, 2012). Similarly, it will take time for
benefits to scale up to more farmers and communities. As one manager said, “what's allowed under
Farm Direct … that was just what happened a
hundred years ago, people made sauerkraut and
they sold it at markets [laughs], we're kind of
reinventing a wheel in a way that I think it might
take some time for it to actually settle into a really
valuable and viable opportunity for farmers.”
Direct sales of small batches of value-added
foods are unlikely, on their own, to guarantee a
farm’s long-term success, community food
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security, or rural economic development. However,
these innovative, entrepreneurial farmers and their
products are key ingredients in the recipe for longterm viability for farms and their communities.
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